CELL SHOCK
REPLENISHING MASK

Reenergize your dry, dehydrated skin with this invigorating, satin-smooth mask formulated to boost
the skin’s moisture levels, plump the skin and significantly diminish the appearance of fine lines and
wrinkles.
Ref. 1149 - 50ml jar

Ref. 1149C - 250ml tube

The BENEFITS
•
•
•

Cellactel 2 Complex helps stimulate the skin’s metabolism.
Vitamins in the unispheres fight free radical damage.
Physiogenyl™, an oligo-mineral complex, replenishes the skin with mineral salts while
hyaluronic acid and larch extract moisturize the skin.

The CUSTOMER
•

Recommended for dry and dehydrated skin.

The TECHNOLOGY
CELLACTEL 2 COMPLEX
Skin-revitalizing ingredient combination that helps repair essential skin functions, lift and regenerate
the skin.
PHYSIOGENYL™
Physiological oligo-mineral complex to consisting of an optimized combination of mineral salts
crucial to the skin’s hydration and energy capacity.
SODIUM
Distribution of water between the extra cellular medium and the cells.
MAGNESIUM
Superstar of macro elements; combats fatigue and stress. Powerful enzyme activator in ATP
(adenotriphosphate) production.
ZINC
Necessary for the synthesis of amino acids and proteins.
MANGANESE
Plays a role in the formation of urea.
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HYALURONIC ACID
A naturally occurring polysaccharide(complex sugar), it acts as a “molecular sponge” trapping and
holding water up to a thousand times its own weight.
LARCH EXTRACT
A natural polysaccharide extracted from North American larch trees, has excellent moisturizing and
skin tightening properties.
MACRO ENCAPSULATED GREEN UNISPHERES
Release vitamins A and E onto the surface of the skin when the spheres are squashed during
application.
The APPLICATION
This product can be used in two different ways:
As a mask: Smooth a thick layer onto face. Allow to penetrate for 10-20 minutes, then wipe off with
a tissue. Repeat as often as needed.
As a relaxing and softening “veil”: Apply a thin layer on thoroughly cleansed skin before bedtime.
Leave on skin overnight. Continue with normal routine in the morning. This form of treatment can be
repeated twice per week.
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